Dictionary Workbook
Get the most from New Opportunities and the
Longman Exams Dictionary

LONGMAN DICTIONARIES

Express yourself

with conﬁdence!

Know Your Longman Exams Dictionary
Introduction to the dictionary

The Longman Exams Dictionary has all you need to pass
your exam! It can help you to:
• Find useful words and phrases
• Learn more about the word
• Find out about different meanings
• Increase your vocabulary
• Make your grammar more accurate
• Write better essays
Read about how to use your dictionary on pages viii to xiii
of your dictionary.
1. Finding useful words and phrases
Look at the word crash.

4. Increase your vocabulary
1. Look up control. What’s another way of saying ‘to be in control’?

2. Look up degree. What is a synonym for ‘by degrees’?

3. Look up dissuade. What is the opposite of ‘dissuade’?

4. L ook up Environment in the Topic Activator. What is one thing that
can harm the environment?

5. Look up Jobs and Work in the Topic Activator. What does RSI mean?

1. How many different compound words can you find for the noun ‘crash’?

2. What does the phrase ‘crash and burn’ mean?

3. What is a synonym for your computer crashing?

4. Which common mistake is made with the verb crash?

5. Someone who wants to lose weight quickly goes on a

5. Make your grammar more accurate
Correct or incorrect? Look up the words in bold and correct
the incorrect sentences.
1. I have to study very hardly this weekend.

2. He is taller than I.

3. All her jewelleries were taken.

4. No one did anything about the problem.
2. Learn more about the word

5. All the furniture was made by me.

1. What do the symbols S1 and W3 mean?

2. Is the word kilometre a common word in spoken or written English?

6. Write better essays
Look at the Writing Handbook in the middle section on pages WH1-25.

3. W
 hat symbol is used to show that a word is used for studying at
school, college or university?

4. Is down and out a British or American term?

5. What kind of word is connectivity?

3. Find out about different meanings
Look at the word challenge.
1. What is the most common meaning of the noun ‘challenge’?

2. Which meaning of the verb ‘challenge’ are the police most likely to use?

3. What adverb can we make from the verb ‘challenge’?
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Exam Box: Your Longman Exams Coach CD-ROM has
information and 35 hours of interactive practice activities
for major exams like IELTS, TOEFL and FCE. It also has over
3 hours of interactive listening practice. You can even test
yourself against the clock!
PHOTOCOPIABLE

Module 4: The Media
Vocabulary Focus – Expand your media vocabulary

1. Different types of media

3. News Desk

Replace the underlined word or phrase in the sentence with one from
Media in the Topic Activator on page WH38.

Imagine you are the editor of a daily newspaper. The following news
scoop will appear in tomorrow’s newspaper but it is too long. Shorten
the story. Use the Language Activator on the Longman Exams Coach CD
to replace the underlined words.

1. W
 orking as a writer on a newspaper can be dangerous in some
countries.

Robbery

2. Did you read her regular piece on yoga in the Times?

Kensington, London.
Two men (1) used force to get
into the house of an elderly
couple last night. According to
the police, their main motive
was to (2) steal things from the
old couple. The couple (3) tried
hard to stop the thieves and in
the struggle, Mr. Joseph Mendip,
73, (4) was cut violently with
a knife across the chest. His
wife, Brenda, 75, (5) hurt a part
of her arm badly when she tried
to (6) give a helping hand to her
husband. The thieves then
(7) carried away all the old
people’s valuable possessions.
Police (8) caught and took to
the police station two men this
morning. The men were (9) asked
a lot of questions by detectives.
After one hour of questioning, the
thieves finally (10) told the police
that they are the ones involved in
the crime.

3. I really disapprove of paying people for their stories.

4. The situation in the Middle East doesn’t get enough coverage on the news.

5. The Prime Minister must be embarrassed about that story in the Sun.

2. Spot the mistakes
Read the text below. Some of the sentences are grammatically correct
and some are not. Tick those which are correct. Where there is a mistake,
circle the word and correct it if necessary. The first two have been done
for you as an example.
1.  Watching the television has

-

2.  many advantages. It is a

✓

3.  good source in entertainment.
4.  The musicals, comedies and dramas
5.  bring relaxation and pleasure to millions. Other

Look up this word on the CD
1.

ENTER

2.

STEAL

3.

FIGHT

4.

CUT

5.

HURT

6.

HELP

7.

STEAL

8.

CATCH

9.

ASK

10. ADMIT

6.  programmes such as televised sport, reality
7.  shows and music channels hold the interest of
8.  thousand of young people. In addition,

1.

________________________

10.  Children learn up history,

2.

________________________

11.  geography, science, culture

3.

________________________

4.

________________________

14.  learn better. The future will brings

5.

________________________

15.  the revolution of digital and pay-per-view.

6.

________________________

7.

________________________

8.

________________________

9.

________________________

9.  cable and satellite have made TV more educational.

12.  and the music of another countries.
13.  Airtime also can be used to help some children

10. ________________________

Exam Box: Develop your topic vocabulary for oral exams.
Improve your vocabulary level by following the advice on
page 1797 of the Exam Workbook “Developing
language that is appropriate to the topic topic-based
questions in speaking exams”.
©Pearson Education 2006
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Module 5: Advertising
Exam Focus – Write an advertisement

1. Words to describe products
Imagine you work for an advertising company. You have to write
advertising copy about a new MP3 player, the RT2. Look up these
words in the Longman Exams Dictionary to find words and phrases
for your advert:

1. light
2. durable
3. convenient
4. inexpensive
5. stylish
6. unique
7. innovative
8. reliable
9. best
10. capacity

2. Persuasive language
To make your advert more persuasive you may want to use some of the
techniques below.
Use Power Words
• Safety words: guaranteed, safe, secure, sound, healthy, strong.
•

Control words: easy, quick, discover, proven, best, grab.

•

Trust words: certain, good, proven, real, right, scientific, sure, truth.

Use Short Sentences
Generally speaking, a short sentence works well at the start of
a paragraph or speech item to grab attention, and at the end, to
summarize and signal completion.
Use Intensive Language
Use adjectives and adverb combinations to suggest to the other person
what emotions they should feel.
Adjectives: attractive, automatic, brilliant, compact, easy, exciting,
modern, perfect.

4. Different Needs
Now read about different people who might buy the RT2. They have
different needs. Choose three words that will persuade the different
people to buy the MP3 player.
Steve: He is a high school student. He loves to listen to music during
maths lessons. Obviously his teacher doesn’t approve!
1.

  

2.

  

3.

Adverbs: amazingly, extremely, fantastically, terribly, very
Katarina: She loves roller-blading. She likes to look cool.
3. Write your advertisement

1.

  

Write your advertisement with the following paragraph plan in the space
opposite:

2.

  

Title: e.g. ‘Music on the Move’
Paragraph 1: Problems and Solutions.
Read the Essay Activator sections Problems and solutions on
pages WH 80-82.
Paragraph 2: Advantages of the RT2.
Read the Essay Activator sections Linking parts of a sentence, Listing and
ordering on pages WH 75-79.
Paragraph 3: Get one!
Give information about cost and where to buy one.

3.

Janet: She adores classical music. She usually listens to music while
cleaning her flat.
1.

  

2.

  

3.

Exam Box: Increase your vocabulary. Use the Longman
Exams Coach CD Language Activator to look up useful words
such as LIGHT, CARRY, CHEAP, SIMPLE, STRONG, USEFUL.
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Module 6: People
Grammar Focus – Modals for speculation/modals in the past

1. Example sentences

3. Mixed emotions

Look up the modals might, could, may, can’t, must in the Longman
Exams Dictionary. For each modal list 2 example sentences showing how
the word is used to talk about possibilities.

Look at the Thesaurus Boxes for the words angry, happy and sad in the
Longman Exams Dictionary. Then fill in the sentences with the best word
from the box below.    

smug

Might

distressed

outraged
in a good mood

contented

heartbroken

livid

homesick

annoyed

overjoyed

Could

1. Marion is still a bit __________________ with me about forgetting to
buy her a newspaper.
May

2. I think the judge’s decision in the murder trial was wrong. I’m totally
______________________________.
3. I thought I’d scream I was so ____________________.
4. Oh look, Steve seems to be ____________________________ for a change.
5. If I’d won the lottery I’d look ____________________ too.

Can’t

6. Since she got that new job Jane looks so ____________________.
7. Having our first child was amazing. I just felt ____________________.
8. When she left me I felt ____________________.
9. Linda’s so ____________________. She wants to get back to Wales as
soon as possible.

Must

10. After the accident Jack and I were very ____________________ by
what we had seen.

4. Regrets

2. Gossip Dialogue

Decide if the statements that follow the sentences with modal in the
past, are true or false. The first one has been done for you.

Read the conversation between two people gossiping at a party.
Circle the correct modals to complete the sentence.

1. I should never have lent him my iPod.

ROBYN: Look! What’s happening over there?

2. Stewart could have been a doctor you know.

TOM:

I don’t know. It could/couldn’t be some kind of argument,
could it?

ROBYN: W
 hat already? The party has just started. It can’t/must
be before midnight!
TOM:

 ell… That can’t/’s got to be Sarah Miller. You know how
W
she can be.

ROBYN: Oh yes. Who is she arguing with?
TOM:

It looks like John Taylor to me. What do you suppose they
are arguing about?

____________
True I lent him my iPod.

____________ Stewart is a doctor.
3. You might have called us to tell us.
____________ You didn’t call.
4. He should have kept his mouth shut and not said anything.
____________ He spoke up.
5. Sorry. I could have got away earlier but I forgot the time.
____________ I was late.

ROBYN: I don’t know. It could/might not be an argument. Maybe
they are just enjoying themselves.
TOM:

Nonsense. Look at their faces. It can/can’t be a normal
conversation.

©Pearson Education 2006

Exam Box: Speak natural English. Improve your vocabulary
level by following the advice on page 1797 of the Exam
Workbook about answering topic-based questions in
speaking exams.
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Module 7: Learning
Grammar Focus – third conditional/-ing or infinitive

1. Student and teacher perspectives

3. True or False?

Read what teachers and students say about each other. Rewrite the true
sentences with 3rd conditional.

Decide if the statements that follow the sentences with a gerund or
infinitive, are true or false.

Students

1. Simon remembered meeting Susan at the concert.

1. Mr. Green wasn’t a good teacher so he didn’t have much confidence.

_________ Simon has already met Susan.

If Mr. Green had been a good teacher, he _______________________________

2. I should give up eating chocolate.
_________ I don’t eat chocolate.

2. Mrs. Williams shouted a lot so she wasn’t very popular.

3. Doing crosswords is a good way to improve one’s memory.

If Mrs. Williams hadn’t ________________________________________________

_________ Crosswords help you remember things.
4. He gave up smoking last year.

3. The biology department was always full of young teachers and was
very innovative.

_________ He will stop smoking.

If the biology department _____________________________________________

_________ She doesn’t meet her old friends now.

5. She misses socialising with her old friends.

4. How do you like to learn?
Teachers

Do this quick questionnaire to find out how you like to learn.

4. Boris was such a nuisance he was forever in trouble with his teachers.
If Boris _______________________________________________________________

1. You are about to give directions to a person. She has a car. I would:
A.   draw or provide a map on paper.
B.   tell her the directions.

5. We are so badly paid it is hard to be motivated.

C.   write down the directions (without a map).

If we _________________________________________________________________
2. You are not sure whether a word should be spelled ‘dependent’ or
‘dependant’. I would:
A.  look it up in the dictionary.
2. Get ready for higher education
Use Higher Education in the Topic Activator to find words for these
definitions.
Forms of
teaching or
learning

B.  see the word in my mind and choose by the way it looks
C. sound it out in my mind.

Period of teaching and
discussion involving a
tutor and a very small
number of students,
especially in a British
university.

1.

One of the separate
units that a course of
study has been divided
into. Usually students
choose more than one
to study.

2.

C. class or email discussion, online chat groups and guest speakers.

Paying for
education

An amount of money
given to someone,
especially by the
government, to help
pay for their education,
research etc.

3.

Exam Box: Exam countdown
What have you learned about your learning style?
Read the Exam Workbook at the back of your dictionary
for tips on how to prepare for your exams.

Forms of
teaching or
learning

The study of scientific
or social subjects, done
outside the class.

4.

Degrees

Degree in the skills
needed to be in charge of
a business that you can
get after your first degree.

5.

What is
taught
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3. Do you prefer a teacher who likes to use:
A. a textbook, handouts and readings  
B. field trips, models, laboratories and practical sessions.  

PHOTOCOPIABLE

Module 8: Careers
Vocabulary Focus – Topic Activator page WH46

1. Which job?

2. Do your CV

Look up Jobs and Work in the Topic Activator. Read the text.

Read about how to write a good CV in the Writing Handbook on
page WH 6-7.

A common question many young people ask themselves is: “I don’t
know what I want to do. Is there a test or something that can tell me
what career is right for me?” The answer is no. You can’t take a test
that will, as if by magic, tell you what to do with the rest of your life.
You can however use a combination of self assessment questions that
will help you in your decision.

Choose the correct particle from the list below to complete the advice
given below.

Sort the questions listed  below into the 3 categories about work.
What type of work you’d like:

down

up with

down

to

through

up

Verb

What working conditions would suit you:

What work benefits you want:

Participle

Finish the advice

1. Come

a good layout for your CV.

2. Take

notes before you start.

3. Turn

people who might act as
referees for you.

4. Put

your personal details and
information about your
education and work experience.

5. Talk

any relevant experience you
might have had.

6. Read

your CV when you have finished
writing it.

3. A letter of application
Read about how to write a letter of application in the Writing Handbook
on page WH 7-8.
Match the useful phrases (1-6) according to the relevant part of a letter
of application (A-E) list below.

Useful phrases
a. Is the chance for promotion important to you?

1. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require more
information. ____

b. Do you want job security?

2. I enjoy working to deadlines. ____

c. Can you imagine yourself working freelance?

3. I am a recently qualified lawyer. ____

d. Do you mind working overtime?
e. Would tele-working from home be attractive to you?

4. This job would provide me with the chance to work with an
experienced team. ____

f. How much paid holiday do you want?

5. I have a good working knowledge of database applications. ____

g. Would you like to work in a team?

6. I would be delighted to attend an interview at a time convenient
to you. ____

h. Do you have any objections to doing manual work?
i. Are you willing to be a trainee at first?

Parts of a letter of application
A. Introduction

Exam Box: Get that job!
The Topic Activator on the Longman Exams Coach CD has
great interactive exercises to help you learn job-related
vocabulary and get a job.

B. Qualifications and experience
C. Personal qualities and skills
D. Say why you want the job
E. End the letter

©Pearson Education 2006
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Module 9: Culture Shock
Exam Focus – writing a discursive essay

1. Words and phrases for discursive essays

3. Make a plan

“Immigration has many economic and cultural benefits. To what extent
do you agree?”

Write your essay on a separate piece of paper with the following
paragraph plan. Make notes of useful phrases for each paragraph from
the Essay Activator:

You are going to write a discursive (for and against) essay about
advantages and possible disadvantages of immigration. Look up the
Writing Guide WH12-13 in the Longman Exams Dictionary and match
the sentences to the correct part of the essay INTRODUCTION, a typical
paragraph or CONCLUSION.

1. Immigration is perhaps one of the most controversial topics today.

2. In my opinion economic refugees should be welcomed.

3. M
 any governments now understand the need for
controlled immigration.

Paragraph 1: Introduction.
Read the Essay Activator section Aim or Purpose on pages WH 60-61.
Paragraph 2: Arguments for immigration.
Read the Essay Activator sections Advantages and Disadvantages on page
WH 59, Giving Opinions on page WH 71 and Making Generalisations on
page WH 79.
Paragraph 3: Arguments against immigration.
Read the Essay Activator sections Comparing and Contrasting on page
WH 64, Explaining on page WH 69 and Giving Reasons on page WH 72.
Paragraph 4: Conclusion
Read the Essay Activator sections Concluding on page WH 65.

4. Check your essay
AREA

4. In the final analysis the advantages of immigration seem numerous.

YES (✓)
NO (✗)

You have written your answer in paragraphs.
5. As we have seen there are two sides to the immigration debate.

You have used a range of linking words to organise
your ideas.

6. The aim of this essay is to examine the debate about immigration.

Your grammar is accurate.
You have used a range of vocabulary connected to
the topic.

7. H
 owever, the fact that many immigrants arrive illegally, is
unacceptable.

8. The arguments against immigration seem ethically suspect.

Your spelling is accurate.
Your punctuation is accurate.
Your handwriting is generally clear and easy to read.
The reader will have a clear idea of your opinion of
the topic.

2. Building the body of your essay
Each paragraph in the body of your discursive essay should follow
roughly the same pattern. Put the contents of a typical paragraph into
the correct order.

Exam Box: Practise More Discursive Essays.
If you want to do more examples of discursive writing look
at the Longman Exams Coach CD IELTS Writing where you
will find 3 Writing Task 2 papers with model answers.

A. In fact the economy is booming now partly because of the
industriousness of newly-arrived immigrants. People who leave their
own country to start a new life abroad are obviously very motivated
to work hard.  In addition the economy accelerates due to the fact
that jobs are filled and businesses can work at full capacity.

B. This all suggests that immigrants contribute a lot to economic
development despite the common belief that immigrants are an
economic burden to the country and take more than they give.

C. On the whole immigration has played a positive role in the
development of this country. We only have to look at history to
see that the different periods of immigration have always been an
advantage to the country.
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Module 10: Civilisation
Exam Focus – Presenting a topic orally

1 Practising making one-minute notes

3. Sounding more sophisticated

Read the advice in the Exams Workbook in the Longman Exams Dictionary
on pages 1793-1795. Many oral exams ask students to talk about a topic
for a few minutes. Some exams, such as IELTS, allow time for making
notes. Even if the exam doesn’t give time for note-taking, you should
practise this skill before your exam on the likely exam topics. Imagine that
you have been asked to talk for one minute on the topic ‘An historical
place you have visited’. Make notes for each section of your talk.

It is worth remembering that many of the phrases in the Essay Activator
can also help you in oral presentations. List the following words and
phrases under the correct headings.
1. I’d like to stress that ...
2. Above all ...
3. In my view ...
4. As far as I’m concerned ...
5. The reason is ...
6. Due to ...

Intro

7. In particular ...
8. I think that ...

Conclusion

Where?

10. It is worth bearing in mind that ...

Giving opinions page (WH 71-72)

An
Historical
Site
Memories

9. My motive ...

When?

Giving reasons page (WH 72-73)

Why?
Emphasizing page (WH 68-69)

4. Correcting yourself
During any oral exam there may be times when you need to correct a
mistake. Unscramble the words to make useful phrases for correcting
yourself. The first and last words are in the right place.
1. Maybe myself I’m making not clear.

2. I to say want that...

3. What to say mean I is...
2. Now match these phrases to the relevant part of the presentation
1. My friends and I decided to
2. Well, to begin with I visited
3. It must have been last year

4. What say trying I’m to is...

5. Another put to it way is...

4. I can still see the
5. The ruins are situated
6. All in all it was
7. The impression I was left with was
8. I’ve always wanted to
©Pearson Education 2006

Exam Box: Pronunciation Perfect
You can listen to all the main words on the Longman
Exams Dictionary CD-ROM pronounced in British
and American English as well as record your own
pronunciation to compare.
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Review
Learning, Careers, Culture Shock and Civilisation

4. Immigration Crossword

1. Word search
Find the words in the grid.
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5

6

7

8
9

bonus

flexitime

overtime

casual

freshman

postgraduate

colleague

lecture

seminar

Across

dean

major

shift

degree

module

workforce

1. an unfair situation, in which some groups have more money,
opportunities, power etc, than others
2. unfair treatment of people or violence against them, because they
belong to a different race

2. Sort the words into categories

4. a length of time
Work

Education

5. something that happens faster than usual
6. relating to trade, industry and the management of money
7. someone who is hard working
8. someone who has been forced to leave their country
9. something difficult or worrying that you are responsible for
Down
1. the process of entering another country
3. to give money, help, ideas etc to something that a lot of other people
are involved in

3. Modal Disaster
Unscramble the tiles to reveal a message

VE
D    M S    A
E    M     W  A      A I R

10

G H T T O L S S ! Y O U     M   I    
Y    H     M  E          H  A     
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Answer key suggestions
Know Your Longman Exams Dictionary
1 1.5, 2. to fall very quickly or suddenly, 3. go down, 4. crash with,
5. crash diet.

Module 8: Careers
1 what type of work you’d like: g, h, i

2 1.S1 = in the top 1000 words of spoken English, W3 = in the top 3000
words of written English, 2.  spoken English, 3. AC, 4. British, 5. technical
word to describe the ability of computers and other electronic
equipment to connect with other computers or programs

what working conditions would suit you: c, d, e
what work benefits you want: a, b , f

3 1. something difficult, 2. stop somebody, 3. challengingly

2 1. up with, 2. down, 3. to, 4. down, 5. up, 6. through

4 1.to have the power to do something, 2. gradually, 3. persuade,
4. see list in Topic activator p WH 26, 5. repetitive strain injury

3 1.E, 2. D, 3.A, 4.D, 5.B, 6.E

5 1.incorrect - hard, 2. incorrect - me, 3. incorrect - jewellry, 4. correct,
5. correct
6 CV,letters of application, end of term papers, discursive essays, factual
descriptions, reports, formal letters, emails, informal letters

Module 9: Culture Shock
1 1.Introduction, 2. body, 3. introduction, 4. conclusion, 5. conclusion, 6.
introduction, 7. body, 8. body
2 C, A, B.

Module 4: The Media
1 1.correspondent, 2. article, 3. chequebook journalism, 4. airtime,
5. scoop
2 1.- 2. ✓ 3. of 4. The 5. ✓ 6. ✓ 7. ✓ 8. thousands, 9. ✓ 10. up  about
11. ✓ 12. ✓ 13. can also 14. bring 15. ✓
3 1. broke in 2. rob 3. wrestled 4. slashed 5. injured 6. assist
7. walked off with 8. arrested 9. grilled 10. confessed

Module 5: Advertising
1  1. as light as a feather, 2. long-lasting, hardwearing, 3. saves time,
4. cheap, 5. fashionable, 6. unusually good, 7. innovative design,
8. dependable, 9. the next best thing 10. infinite capacity

Module 10: Civilisation
2 1.Why 2. Intro 3. When 4. memories 5. where 6. conclusion
7. memories 8. why
3 1.emphasizing 2. emphasizing 3. opinion 4. opinion 5. reason
6. reason 7. emphasizing 8. opinion 9. reason 10. reasons
4 1.Maybe I’m not making myself clear.
2. I want to say that…
3. What I mean to say is…
4. What I’m trying to say is…
5. Another way to put it is…
Review
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4 (suggested answers)
Steve - tiny, inexpensive, discreet.
Katarina – durable, stylish, pocket-sized.
Janet – light-weight, reliable, quality.

Module 6: People
2 1. couldn’t, 2. must, 3. ‘s got, 4. might not, 5. can’t
3 1.annoyed, 2. outraged, 3. livid, 4. in a good mood, 5. smug, 6.
contented, 7. overjoyed, 8. heartbroken, 9. homesick, 10. distressed
4 1. true, 2. false, 3. true, 4. true, 5. true

Module 7: Learning
1 1.would have had more confidence. 2. shouted so much she’d have been
more popular. 3. hadn’t been full of young teachers it would wouldn’t
have been so innovative. 4. hadn’t been such a nuisance he wouldn’t have
always been in trouble with his teachers. 5. weren’t so badly paid we’d be
more motivated.
2 1. tutorial, 2. module, 3. grant, 4. fieldwork, 5. MBA
3. 1. true, 2. false, 3. true, 4. false, 5. true
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2
Work: bonus, casual, colleague, flexitime, overtime, shift, workforce
Education: dean, degree, freshman, lecture, major, module,
postgraduate,  seminar
3 You might have told me my hair was a mess!
4 A
 cross: 1. Inequality 2. Racism 4. Period 5. Accelerate 6. Economic
7. Industrious 8. Refugee 9.Burden
Down: 1. Immigration 3. Contribute
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Dictionary Workbook
Practise your grammar and vocabulary using the Longman Exams Dictionary. This workbook has been
specially written to accompany New Opportunities Intermediate from unit 4 onwards.
To complete the worksheets you will need to have access to a copy of the Longman Exams Dictionary.
Some worksheets also have a suggested extra activity you can do using the Longman Exams Coach
CD-ROM if you have access to a computer.
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Express yourself

with conﬁdence!

